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ELEVEN RIVINGTON TO PRESENT A SOLO EXHIBITION

ADAM SHECTER: NEW YEAR
SEPTEMBER 2 – OCTOBER 5, 2014| 195 CHRYSTIE STREET | RECEPTION, SEPT 2, 6 - 8 PM

Eleven Rivington is pleased to present its third solo exhibition by NY artist Adam Shecter, on view at its 195
Chrystie Street location from September 2 – October 5, 2014. The exhibition, titled New Year, features a
26-minute panoramic animation that runs the length of the entire gallery space. New Year combines
hand drawn imagery, 3D animation, and digital video with an original soundtrack by the artist. Actor
Sean Maher (Firefly, Green Arrow, Much Ado About Nothing) provides narration.
New Year is a visually rich depiction of city life that fuses science fiction with the domestic. Through
omniscient narration, Shecter's hybrid of personal journal and animated science fiction follows the lives
of a gay married couple, a melancholy astronaut, and two wild dogs living in a reality not quite our own.
The combination of fantasy and realism connects to the work's exploration of false memory, the vivid
recollection of events that may or may not have occurred. In doing so, Shecter has created landscapes
and characters that populate a city like New York, but in an unspecified reality and time.
New Year employs an experimental narrative technique, pairing twelve continuously scrolling sequences
with meditative panoramas in an ultra-wide aspect ratio. Like a graphic novel, the film employs a variety
of styles, creating visual and narrative counterpoint between atmospheric sequences, sci-fi set pieces,
and observations of daily life.
Adam Shecter was born in Dallas, TX in 1976 and currently lives and works in New York. Shecter was
educated at McGill University, Montreal and Bank Street College of Education, NY; he attended The
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in 2006. He is a 2014 MacDowell Fellow in Film and Video,
and was selected for the Drawing Center’s inaugural Open Sessions Program. He has had solo
exhibitions and screenings at St. Ann’s Warehouse Experimental Puppet Lab, Brooklyn; Bielefelder
Kunstverein, Germany; and Konstforeningen Aura, Sweden, among others. Shecter was included in the
2012 Queens International at the Queens Museum of Art, NY. His work has been reviewed and featured
in the New York Times, The New Yorker, and Time Out magazine, among others.
On view at the gallery’s 11 Rivington Street location is Douglas Melini, September 2 – October 5, 2014.
Eleven Rivington’s two locations are 11 Rivington St and 195 Chrystie St, NY NY 10002. Hours are Wed-Sun
12 to 6 PM. Please contact gallery@elevenrivington.com or 212 982 1930 for more info.

